Cooperative adsorption of gases by porous frameworks permits more efficient uptake and removal than does the more usual non-cooperative (Langmuir-type) adsorption. Cooperativity, signaled by a step-like isotherm, is usually attributed to a phase transition of the framework. However, the class of metal-organic frameworks mmen-M2(dobpdc) exhibit cooperative adsorption of CO2 but show no evidence of a phase transition. Here we show how cooperativity emerges in these frameworks in the absence of a phase transition. We use a combination of quantum and statistical mechanics to show that cooperativity results from a sharp but finite increase, with pressure, of the mean length of chains of CO2 molecules that polymerize within the framework. Our study provides microscopic understanding of the emergent features of cooperative binding, including the position, slope and height of the isotherm step, and indicates how to optimize gas storage and separation in these materials.
Introduction -The release of CO 2 into the atmosphere due to the burning of fossil fuels causes climate change [1] , and so it is important to develop technologies for CO 2 capture and storage. Promising candidates in this regard are metal-organic frameworks (MOFs), porous crystalline materials with tunable molecular properties and large internal surface areas [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . In equilibrium [8] , most gas adsorption within MOFs can be described by Langmuir-type adsorption isotherms, in which the quantity of adsorbed gas varies gradually with pressure or temperature [4, [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . It is technologically more convenient, however, to have the quantity of adsorbed gas vary in an abrupt or step-like way with pressure and temperature. This phenomenon is known as cooperative adsorption, and is exhibited by a small handful of gas-framework combinations. These include CO adsorption in Fe 2 Cl 2 (bbta) [14] , CH 4 adsorption in Fe(bdp) [15] , and CO 2 adsorption in diamine-grafted MOFs [16, 17] , in MIL-53 [18, 19] , and in a bifunctional MOF [20] . Cooperativity in most of these cases is attributed to a firstorder phase transition [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] or a dynamic rearrangement [21, 27] of the framework. Although, it has been established that CO 2 molecules form ammonium carbamate chains at high pressures within the class of diaminegrafted MOFs (mmen-, en-, men-, or den-M 2 (dobpdc), where M stands for the metal Mg, Mn, Fe, Co, or Zn), there exists no evidence of a phase transition or structural dynamism of the framework. Therefore, it is not clear why formation of such chains would lead to a steplike adsorption isotherm, or how to control it.
Here we show how this cooperativity emerges in the absence of an underlying phase transition. Experimental studies and quantum mechanical density-functional theory (DFT) calculations had previously revealed that, at low partial pressure of CO 2 , the gas molecules are adsorbed as single molecules or as carbamic acid pairs [28] . At high partial pressure, by contrast, CO 2 undergoes chemisorption, by forming one-dimensional ammonium carbamate chains that run down the channels of the MOF, along the c-axis [16] . The statistical mechanics of one-dimensional structures [29] indicates that chain formation cannot be accompanied by a phase transition: finite-temperature phase transitions in one dimension require long-range interactions, and there are no indications of long-range interactions in the system (either direct or mediated by the framework). By mapping CO 2 adsorption in mmen-M 2 (dobpdc) to an exactly solvable statistical mechanical model, parameterized by our DFT calculations, we show that the mean chain length of CO 2 within the MOF-pores undergoes a sharp change with pressure, leading to cooperativity in the absence of an underlying phase transition. Amine-functionalized MOFs have emerged as one of the best framework types for CO 2 capture and separation because, unusually for MOFs, they capture CO 2 selectively in the presence of water [16, 17, 30] . Our results provide a microscopic understanding of cooperativity in these MOFs, and reveal strategies for its control. In what follows we describe our calculations and their implication for optimizing CO 2 capture in experiments.
Model -We start by considering binding geometries and affinities of CO 2 within mmen-M 2 (dobpdc). CO 2 can bind within this class of MOFs as 1) a single molecule, 2) a bound (carbamic acid) pair, or 3) as part of a polymerized (ammonium carbamate) chain of molecules involving the ligands through its insertion at the metal sites [16] . Pairs form in the ab-plane [28] ; see the c-axis, along any of 6 lanes around the periphery of the MOF channel, but usually do not interact in the abplane [31] . For mmen-MOF built from the metals Mg, Mn, Fe, Co, and Zn, experiments and DFT calculations show that molecules in the chain conformation are lower in energy than molecules in the single-and pair conformations [16, 28] (see Table I in the SI). Our DFT calculations (see SI Sections S1 and S2) also indicate that CO 2 molecules at the end of a chain are higher in energy than those in the interior of a chain. Entropically, by contrast, the chain conformation is less favorable than the other two conformations, because a CO 2 molecule within a chain can access less free volume than can a molecule in the single-molecule or pair conformation.
The thermodynamics of this system can be described by the equilibrium polymerization model [32] , sketched in Fig. 1(c) . This is a lattice model, extended in one dimension (corresponding to the c-axis of the MOF). Lattice sites can be vacant, occupied by a single particle (a CO 2 molecule), or occupied by a particle that is a member of a pair or a chain of particles. We further distinguish chain end sites from chain interior sites. In some versions of mmen-M 2 (dobpdc), e.g. where M is Mg or Mn, the bound-pair binding affinity is small enough, relative to the chain, that it can be ignored [28] (see Table I in the SI). In these cases it is sufficient to consider a 1-lane model, which represents one of the six independent lanes running along the c-axis. In the presence of the bound-pair conformation we need to allow finite extent in the ab-direction. A 6-lane model is then required to describe all possible CO 2 conformations within the 6-lane MOF channel. We have also considered a 2-lane model, because the distance between the lanes in some versions of mmen-M 2 (dobpdc) is such that the framework is best described as 3 independent 2-lane structures (i.e. CO 2 -pairs can only bridge alternate pairs of lanes). We have solved the 1-, 2-and 6-lane models exactly. The 1-lane model captures the basic physics of cooperative binding in all experiments we consider. The 2-lane and 6-lane models capture, in addition, fine features of adsorption isotherms seen in MOFs in which pair-binding is significant (see SI Sec. S3 for details).
Model solution -We start with the 1-lane model. Let the statistical weights for a single bound molecule, a molecule internal to a chain, and a molecule at either end-point of a chain be g 1 W 1 , g int W int , and g end W end , respectively. Here g α = V α Λ −3 q inter (α = {1, int, end}). The factor V α Λ −3 arises from the configurational partition sum and is related to the translational entropy of the adsorbate; Λ is the de Broglie wavelength; and V α is the free volume accessible to the adsorbate in the conformation α [21] . The factor q inter is the partition sum of CO 2 due to its internal degrees of freedom [33] . These statistical weights can be related to the energy of a particle in conformation α via W α = exp[β(µ − E α )], where β ≡ 1/(k B T ), and µ is the chemical potential, set by the pressure P of CO 2 in the bulk. We convert µ to P using the ideal gas relation for a linear triatomic molecule, e βµ = βP Λ 3 /q inter [34] . To simplify notation we define
3 , V int = V end = 11Å 3 using simple geometric arguments (see SI Sec. S4): the single bound CO 2 molecule has orientational entropy associated with the corresponding diamine, while CO 2 in the chain con-
Isotherms calculated from our model of mmen-M2(dobpdc) (lines) versus experimental data (symbols). In left-hand panels the model is parameterized using quantum mechanical data, and captures the sharp isotherm, and trend in step pressure with temperature, seen in experiment [16] . In right-hand panels we use the experimental binding enthalpy values, where available, to identify the model parameter Vint that gives the best match with experimental data; see SI formation is almost frozen.
The grand partition function is
where Γ is the number of ways of arranging n 1 single CO 2 molecules, n int internal chain molecules and n end chain end-points on a 1d lattice with N sites (see Eq. S4 in the SI). To solve this model one can introduce the restricted partition functions Z u N and Z p N for a system of N lattice sites that possesses an external edge (connected to a notional (N + 1) th site) [32] . This external edge is specified to be, respectively, unpolymerized (not within a chain conformation) or polymerized (internal to a chain). 
Using the boundary conditions Z 
in terms of the eigenvalues λ ± of T , where
In the thermodynamic limit the free energy is f = −k B T ln λ + which has a singularity (and so admits a phase transition) only in the experimentally inaccessible limit in which chain end-points are energetically infinitely unfavorable (K end = 0, with 1 + K 1 = K int ). For experimental parameters the free energy is analytic, and so no phase transition occurs.
Model-experiment comparison -Despite the absence of a phase transition, the isotherm of adsorbed CO 2 versus pressure displays a sharp step (when K int > K 1 , K end ) similar to those seen in experiment; see Fig. 2 . To convert lattice-site occupancies ρ = P (∂f /∂P ) to experimental units we multiply our calculated density by the theoretical maximum uptake capacity (q M ) of the MOF for each M. The values of q M are listed in Table III in the SI. For each metal, the isotherms in the left-hand panels in Fig. 2 are generated from first principles, using binding energies and enthalpies obtained by DFT calculations (Table I in the SI), while the right-hand panels contain experimental data. The comparison shows that a combination of quantum and statistical mechanics, with no experimental input, can reproduce the sharp step seen in experimental isotherms, and can capture the trend in step-pressure with temperature.
For the metals Mg and Mn, considered in Fig. 2(a,b) in the SI). Note that the isotherm for Nickel (panel (f)) has no sharp step, because chain polymerization does not occur, at least, at those pressures.
The basic physics of adsorption in all cases is captured by the simple considerations described above. In the right-hand panels of Fig. 2 we show that additional fine features of binding, such as the rise of isotherms before and after the step, can be captured by including within the model two additional physical ingredients, namely the existence of secondary binding sites, and of a different mode of monomer binding. Details of these calculations are given in SI Sec. S5. Thus the model can provide insight into both the basic physics and the fine details of cooperative binding (e.g. the occupancy of different species as a function of pressure, measurable in NMR experiments; see Fig. S1 ).
Origin of cooperative binding -The microscopic origin of the step in adsorption isotherms is a sudden but finite increase, with pressure, of the mean length of chains of CO 2 . To demonstrate this fact we calculate the chainlength distribution exactly, using the transfer matrix technique [36] , as described in SI Sec. S6. The fraction of chains of length , r , can be expressed in terms of densities of chain-internal monomers (ρ int ) and end-points (ρ end ), as
end ω(2 − ωK int ); and ω ≡ 1/λ + . The average chain length is = 2 + ρ end 2 0 /(ρ end + 2ρ int ). From Eq. (5) we see that the chain-length distribution for the 1-lane model decays exponentially at all pressures, including at the step pressure P * (which satisfies d 2 ρ/dP 2 | P * = 0). In Fig. 3 (a) we plot the chain-length distribution r for Mn. In panel (b) we plot the mean chain length , as a function of pressure, for different metals at 313 K. CO 2 molecules undergo polymerization beyond a threshold pressure, leading to a sharp (but finite) increase of the mean chain length. This sharp increase results in the step-like feature of the isotherm (Langmuir-type behavior is recovered when K 1 K int ). The rise is rather gradual when chain-end points are energetically equivalent to internal points (see SI Fig. S5 ). In the infinite-pressure limit the mean chain length tends to a finite value ∞ (given by Eq. (S15) in the SI). For Mg and Mn at 313 K, for instance, ∞ ≈ 53 µm and 22 µm, respectively (the typical grain size in experiments is ∼ 10 µm [16] ).
In Fig. 3 (c) we show that the bond-bond correlation length (the distance over which fluctuations of bond occupancies are correlated) displays a (non-diverging) maximum at the step position (see SI Sec. S7). The behavior shown Fig. 3 looks superficially like a phase transition, but it is not: both the mean length of chains and the bond-bond correlation length remain finite.
Conclusions -We have shown that cooperative CO 2 adsorption in the class of diamine-grafted metalorganic frameworks arises from an abrupt polymerization of CO 2 molecules into long chains within the channels of the framework in the absence of a phase transition. Our calculations using a classic model of statistical mechanics [32] , parameterized by quantum mechanical calculations, provide microscopic understanding of each feature of the cooperative isotherm, and so indicate how to alter these features for experimental convenience. For instance, the adsorption isotherm can be made more abrupt by increasing the penalty for chain end-points (see Fig. S5 ). In addition, understanding of cooperativity in these systems suggests ways of inducing cooperativity in gas-framework combinations in which it is absent (e.g. mmen-Ni 2 (dobpdc)), by e.g. introducing additional binding agents (see SI Sec. S5 and Fig. S6 ). , where qrot and q vib are the rotational and vibrational partition functions of a CO2 molecule, I is the moment of inertia and σ (= 2) is the symmetry factor of CO2. (θ vib,j = hνj/kB; νj corresponds to the frequency of j-th normal mode of vibration).
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[34] This approximation is reasonable because cooperative behavior in experiment is observed at pressures of 1 bar or below, where CO2 behaves as an ideal gas; using the Peng-Robinson equation of state for CO2 we checked that the fugacity coefficient of CO2 at 1 bar is ≈ 0.99.
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DENSITY-FUNCTIONAL THEORY CALCULATIONS
In order to compute binding energies of CO 2 gas molecules, we optimize mmen-M 2 (dobpdc) MOFs without CO 2 molecules (E mmen−MOF ), CO 2 in the gas phase (E CO2 ) within a 15Å × 15Å × 15Å cubic supercell, and mmen-M 2 (dobpdc) MOFs with CO 2 molecules (E CO2−mmen−MOF ) using vdW-corrected DFT. The binding energies (E B ) are obtained via the difference
We also consider zero-point energy (ZPE) and thermal energy (TE) corrections to compare computed binding energies with experimentally determined CO 2 heats of adsorption, following a previous DFT study [39] . We calculate vibrational frequencies of bound mmen and CO 2 -mmen in the framework and free mmen and CO 2 -mmen molecules within a 15Å × 15Å × 15Å cubic supercell. Here we assume that phonon mode changes of the framework are small relative to those in molecular modes. All ZPE and TE corrections are obtained at 298 K.
We have estimated the CO 2 binding energies for chains of different lengths: (i) two, (ii) three, and (iii) four in the 1×1×4 supercell of mmen-Mg 2 (dobpdc). In the case of length four, it is very close to a fully-occupied chain (periodic) since the calculations are performed in the 1×1×4 supercell. In fact the CO 2 binding energy (−65 kJ/mol) in a chain of length four is about 10 kJ/mol smaller than that of the unit-cell (−75 kJ/mol; without ZPE and TE corrections). This is because we fully relaxed the volume of the unit-cell while we did not relax the supercell when we computed the CO 2 binding energies within short chains. In addition, we merely consider one channel of mmen ligands in the 1 × 1 × 4 supercell of mmen-Mg 2 (dobpdc). If we consider other channels of mmen ligands and relax the volume we get the same value as that of the unit-cell. As listed in Table I , the average CO 2 binding affinity increases with the chain length. We also compute the binding energy of a single bound CO 2 within mmen-Mg 2 (dobpdc), as shown in Table I a. If the CO 2 molecule is not directly bound to the metal, its binding energy should not depend on the metal-type.
To quantitatively understand the cooperative CO 2 capture mechanism, we perform ab-initio density functional theory (DFT) calculations within the generalized-gradient approximation (GGA) of Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE) [40] . We use a plane-wave basis and projector augmented wave (PAW) [41, 42] pseudopotentials with the Vienna ab initio Simulation Package (VASP) [43] [44] [45] [46] . To assess the effect of the van der Waals (vdW) interaction on binding energies, we perform structural relaxations with corrections (vdW-DF2) for the vdW dispersion interaction as implemented in VASP [47] . For all unit-cell calculations, Brillouin zone integrations are approximated using the Γ-point only, and we truncate the plane-wave basis using a 600 eV kinetic energy cut off. We explicitly treat 2 valence
2 ), and 1 for H(1s 1 ). To compute the CO 2 binding energies for chains of different lengths, we use a plane-wave cut off of 500 eV and adopt a 1×1×4 supercell of mmen-Mg 2 (dobpdc). We only consider one channel of mmen ligands and relaxed the ions until the forces on them are less than 0.04 eV/Å while fixing the lattice parameters. The lattice parameters of the supercell are obtained from the fully-relaxed mmen-Mg 2 (dobpdc) unit-cell. lane, specified to be s 1 , s 2 = u (unpolymerized) or p (polymerized). Then we can write, 
where the statistical weights of a CO 2 molecule in the single-bound conformation, in the pair (or dimer) conformation, as a part of chain-interior and chain end-points are given by K 1 , K d , K int , and K end respectively. In the thermodynamic limit the free energy is given by the logarithm of the largest eigenvalue of the matrix shown in Eq. (S2). In this case, we can solve the largest eigen value and hence the free energy exactly. From the free energy, we calculate all the important thermodynamic quantities.
For the 6-lane model with periodic boundary condition along the transverse direction (which behaves in all important respects like the 2-lane model) the calculation proceeds in an analogous way, yielding a 2 6 × 2 6 -dimensional transfer matrix. Here we explain the elements of the transfer matrix. Chains are placed on the edges along the horizontal direction and pairs or dimers have transverse orientation, thus connecting two adjacent lanes (see Fig. S2 ). The states which define the transfer matrix are given by the configurations of sets of horizontal edges, such as the ones crossed by the dashed lines in Fig. S2 , which may be empty or occupied by a bond of a chain. In the figure, the state of the left set of horizontal edges crossed by the first dashed line is < i| = (0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0), while the corresponding state of the next set of horizontal edges crossed by the second dashed line is < i + 1| = (0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0). Here, 0 denotes an edge that is not a part of a chain, 1 denotes that the edge is a part of a chain. The contribution to the transfer matrix element (T i,i+1 ) due to this particular pair or dimer configuration (one pair) is ( 
, since the remaining site may either be empty or occupied by a single-CO 2 . Thus, each element of the transfer matrix is a polynomial in the statistical weights. The particular element we are considering (T i,i+1 ) has another contribution, with no dimer, which is (1 + K 1 )
(total six sites-three of them are occupied by chains; the remaining three sites we can either have one pair and one single-CO 2 or no pairs and three single-CO 2 molecules; the factor of 2 is the multiplicity of the configuration with a single pair). In a compact form, the contribution from a configuration with j number of pairs, k number of chain-interior sites, and number of chain end-points is i(1
where i is the multiplicity, and (6 − 2j − k − ) is the number of remaining sites that may either be empty or occupied by single-CO 2 molecules. Hence, there are total 2 6 possible states-(η 1 , η 2 , . . . , η 6 ) where η i = 0 or 1, so that < 1| = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0), < 2| = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1), < 3| = (0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0), . . . , < 64| = (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1) . This leads to a transfer matrix of size 2 6 × 2 6 . One can compute all the matrix elements exactly, and calculate the largest eigenvalue numerically. For example,
ESTIMATION OF FREE VOLUMES
As discussed in the main text, CO 2 can be adsorbed in three different conformations-as a single-bound molecule, as a part of a bound (carbamic acid) pair, or as a part of a (ammonium carbamate) chain. Here, we estimate the free volume accessible to a CO 2 molecule in each conformation using very crude geometric arguments. In the single-bound conformation, the ligand along with the physisorbed CO 2 molecule possesses orientational and conformational degrees of freedom. The ligand with a bound CO 2 can roughly access a free volume of a hemispherical shell with radius ∼ 2.3−6.3Å (typical euclidean distance between the metal site and CO 2 considering various conformations). Thus we set,
In the pair conformation, each CO 2 molecule along with the ligand can access roughly the volume of half of a ring with radius 5.5 − 6.5Å (typical distance of the pair from the surface of the framework) and width ∼ 4Å (wiggle room of CO 2 molecules with in the pair conformation). We set,
The chain conformation is almost frozen and allows a very small free volume. A chemisorbed CO 2 molecule within a chain can access roughly the volume of half of a ring with radius 1.8 − 2.8Å and width 1.5Å (wiggle room of a CO 2 molecule with in a chain). We set
It is worth noting that, for a step-like isotherm, V int plays the most significant role in determining the step-position (see Fig. S3 ). The values of V 1 and V d only affect the rise of the isotherm at low pressure before the step. Their effect is negligible if the chain conformation is energetically much more favorable. In the case of physisorbed CO 2 molecules at the secondary binding sites, each molecule can access roughly the volume of a hemispherical shell with radius ∼ 1.9 − 3.8Å (distance between the binding site and CO 2 ). Thus, we choose, V sec = (Table I) . take into account all the possible conformations of the ligands, and likely underestimate the conformational entropy, but overestimate the free volume, due to the neglect of strong steric effects present in the real system. Deviations from these estimated values do not change the qualitative feature of the isotherms.
CAPTURING FINE DETAILS OF ISOTHERMS
In the main text we focus on describing the basic physics of cooperative binding, which is captured by a simple one-lane statistical mechanical model. Here we show, in addition, that fine features of isotherms, such as the rise before and after the sharp step can be captured by considering the 2-or 6-lane models. For some metals, in addition, we show that reproduction of these features requires inclusion of secondary binding sites and a different mode of monomer binding within the model.
For mmen-M 2 (dobpdc) built with the metals M = Fe, Co, or Zn, the bound-pair conformation is energetically significant, and thus we solve the 6-lane (and the 2-lane) system by generalizing the transfer matrix formalism presented in the main text. Although the basic physics of cooperative adsorption in these frameworks is captured by the 1-lane model, which ignores the pair conformation, the experimental system is more closely represented by the 2-or 6-lane model (the 1-lane model ignores the pair conformation).
Here, we introduce statistical weights of a CO 2 in the pair (dimer) conformation,
. E d represents the binding energy of CO 2 in the pair conformation, and
3 ) is the free volume accessible to a CO 2 molecule in that conformation. For an n-lane system, the transfer matrix is of dimension 2 n × 2 n , and the largest eigenvalue can be solved exactly or numerically (see Sec. ). The 6-lane model behaves in all important respects like the 2-lane model.
Isotherms derived from the 6-lane model are shown in Fig. 2 (c-f) in the main text, and match key features (shape, scaling of the step-position with temperature) of the experimental data. The step-shaped isotherms are similar to those of the 1-lane model, with additional corrections at low pressure (before the step) that results from pair-binding (noticeable in case of Co: Fig. 2 d left panel in the main text) . The 1-lane model fails to capture this feature when the single-CO 2 molecules have significantly low binding affinity. Within the current DFT-based energetics, we do not (Table I) and Vint = 11Å
3 .
see a prominent slow rise of the isotherm before the step feature for Fe, and Zn in contrast to the experimental data. We find that the step-position is sensitive to statistical weights of chain-interior sites (see Fig. S3 ) and we cannot get quantitative agreement with the experiments using a unique value of V int given the energetics. We shall come back to this issue in the next paragraphs.
The case of Ni is slightly more subtle. Using the DFT energetics shown in Table I we find that the Ni-based framework shows no sharp step in its isotherm, reproducing the experimental observation [16] . Here the chain conformation is no longer statistically the most favorable one. However, we see an inflection point at low pressure in the isotherm for Ni that seems to be absent in experiment (see Fig. 2 f in the main text) . The microscopic origin of this inflection point is the very low probability of the single-bound molecules compared to the pairs. The experimental heat of adsorption curve for Ni exhibits a very different feature than the other metals-it shows a single plateau at ≈ −40 kJ/mol at high loading [16] . Interestingly, we find that only with a larger binding affinity for the single-CO 2 conformation (≈ −40.5 kJ/mol) does the inflection point disappear Fig. S4 . Here, we propose that there might exist some other single-bound species (e.g. chains of length one) that are energetically comparable with pairs. This does not have any noticeable effect on the position or slope of the step if it exists. Alternatively, the step-like feature may also disappear if the statistical weight of the adsorbate at the chain-interior and at the chain end-points are similar (see Fig. S7 d) .
Our model can be used to determine how to use microscopic parameters to control gas-uptake isotherms. For instance, one can enhance cooperativity by making the chain end-points less favorable as this leads to a sharper step (see Fig. S5 ). The isotherm for mmen-Ni 2 (dobpdc) shown in Fig. 2 f (in the main text) is non-cooperative. It can be made cooperative by enhancing the effective binding affinity of CO 2 within a chain, as shown in Fig. S6 . We check this by scaling the statistical weights for chain binding, K end and K int , by a factor 1 + K sec , leading to energetic stabilization of chains through an additional species that doesn't compete with CO 2 for primary binding sites. We can write K sec = g sec e −β(∆E−µ) , where g sec = V sec /Λ 3 (V sec is the free volume accessible to that additional species in the bound state) and predict the required binding-affinity enhancement ∆E to induce cooperativity (i.e., a step) at a suitable pressure. There may be several possible ways of engineering such enhancement. For instance, mmen-M 2 (dobpdc) is known to exhibit enhanced CO 2 uptake in the presence of H 2 O [48] , which is striking as water competes with CO 2 for binding sites in most MOFs [37, 38, 48] . This factor of 1+K sec can also be regarded as a way of modeling the existence of adsorption at secondary binding sites. In experiments (see Fig. 2 in the main text), a slow rise of the isotherms after the step is sometimes observed with increasing pressure, which indicates the existence of secondary binding sites.
Finally, considering a different mode of monomer binding as discussed and adsorption at the secondary binding sites, we can reproduce all the features of the experimental isotherms: the rise of the isotherms at low pressures (even in the case of Fe, Zn); the step; followed by the rise of the isotherm at high pressures due to physisiorption of CO 2 at secondary binding sites (we set the CO 2 -binding energy at the secondary binding sites as E sec ≈ −42.0 kJ/mol, and the corresponding free volume V sec ≈ 100Å
3 )-see Fig. 2 (in the main text) right panels for all metals. Here, we use the experimental E int values and set the values of V int such that the step-position (if it exists) matches with that of the experimental isotherms (see Tables I and II) . The discrepancy of the maximum uptake (after the step) may result from the defects in the experimental system where all the primary binding sites are inaccessible to CO 2 [3] . For Ni, we use the DFT-based binding affinity (as the experimental data is not available) for the chain conformation; tune the pair binding energy and set E d ≈ −44.9 kJ/mol as the best-fit value.
In conclusion, we attribute the rise of the isotherm at low pressures to the pairs or the predicted single-CO 2 conformation; the existence of the step to the formation of long chains (the step position is controlled by the binding energy of chain-interior sites); and the slow rise of the isotherm at very high pressures to adsorption at secondary binding sites. There exists no direct proof of the existence of the pair conformation. Even without the pairs, however, the existence of a possible different mode of single-CO 2 binding is sufficient to reproduce all the fine features of the experimental isotherms with the 1-lane system (see Fig. S7 ). The existence of this predicted new mode of monomer binding can be tested with extensive DFT calculations. Table I ). For Fe, Co, and Zn the values of Vint are taken from Table II . For Ni, we set Eint = E end = −46.4 kJ/mol (see Table. I) and Vint = 23Å 3 to get the best fit. Here, we take into account the predicted new mode of single-CO2 binding and adsorption at the secondary binding sites. Data points are from experiments [16] .
CHAIN-LENGTH DISTRIBUTION FOR THE 1-LANE MODEL
The grand partition function of the system is given by
where
is the number of ways of arranging n 1 single CO 2 molecules, n int internal chain molecules and n end chain end-points on a 1d lattice with N sites. Here, we do not distinguish between different chain-interior sites.
To determine the chain-length distribution for the 1-lane model, we introduce position-dependent statistical weights for internal chain monomers, as shown in Fig. S8 . The weights of the internal chain monomers starting from the left-hand side are denoted K int;1 , K int;2 , etc. The terminal chain monomers have weight K end . Bonds internal to the chain are denoted η = 1, 2, . . . , counting from the left. For bonds not occupied by chains we set η = 0. To write down the transfer matrix for this case, we again define the restricted partition functions Z η N . This is the partition function for a system of N sites, with an edge added to the outside of the N th site with bond variable η.
The restricted partition functions satisfy
. . .
where T is the matrix shown. The secular equation can be obtained by calculating the determinant |T − λI|, and is
The density of internal monomers in the m th position is (4)). When all internal monomers are equivalent, the densities of end-point chain monomers (ρ end ), internal chain monomers (ρ int ) and single bound CO 2 molecules (ρ 1 ) may be obtained taking the derivative of Eq. (S6) with respect to K end , K int and K 1 respectively. Doing so gives
Using (S9) and (S10), one may rewrite (S8) in terms of the densities of terminal and internal chain monomers as (S12)
Now we can compute the fraction of chains of length ( − 2 internal monomers):
We may also rewrite Eq. (S13) in terms of ρ end and ρ int as r = ρ end ρ end + 2ρ int 2ρ int ρ end + 2ρ int −2 .
(S14)
In the limit P → ∞ the mean chain length approaches the asymptotic value ∞ = 2V int e −βEint V 1 e −βE1 − V int e −βEint + (V 1 e −βE1 − V int e −βEint ) 2 + 4V 2 int e −2βE end + 2; (S15) note that K α = βP V α e −βEα .
CORRELATIONS IN 1 × L MODEL
The transfer matrix for a single lane is
When the weight of endpoint monomers K end vanishes, the matrix is diagonal and the eigenvalues are λ 1 = 1 + K 1 and λ 2 = K int . The eigenvectors are:
respectively. If the lattice edge i is occupied by a bond, the state variable η i = 1, otherwise we have η i = 0. We will consider periodic boundary conditions here. We may then define the expectation values η i and η i η j , where we assume j > i. The bond-bond correlation function will the be c i,j = η i η j − η i η j . Since we have translational symmetry, η i = η , independent of i, and c i,j is a function of the distance j − i. 
where a 1 = 2K end / K + K 2 + 4K 2 end and a 2 = 2K end / K − K 2 + 4K 2 end . The partition function for a lattice with N sites is:
where η N +1 = η 1 because of the boundary conditions. The density of bonds per site is:
Now, we have:
so that: 
